VINTAGE RADIO
By RODNEY CHAMPNESS, VK3UG

Behind the lines, Pt.2: the Type 3
MkII (B2) & Type A MkIII spy radios
The Type 3 MkII & Type A MkIII were among
the best of the spy radios from World War II. In
this article, we take a closer look at these two
transceivers.
Following World War 2, the Type 3
MkII was an extremely popular highfrequency (HF) transceiver with amateur radio operators. It was considered a good Morse code (CW) transmitter and many ingenious amateur
operators modified it for amplitude
modulation (AM) as well. It covered
three of the most popular amateur
radio bands (3.5-3.8MHz, 7-7.15MHz
& 14-14.35MHz) with no modifications
and the receiver was stable and sensitive.
Amateur operators extensively
modified it to suit their perceived

needs when these sets came on the
surplus market after the war ended.
With such an enthusiastic endorsement of its value by amateur operators, it must have been a good set for
its time. And so it was. It wasn't the
smallest or the lightest set around but
it was arguably the best for long-range
communications over 800km. The
smaller sets with more limited frequency ranges and lower power were
inadequate for reliable communications over these longer distances.
The Type 3 MkII sets were supplied
in either a suitcase or in two water-

The receiver section of the Type 3 Mk.II consisted of two sub-assemblies, with
the RF/converter in one and the IF and audio stages in the other.

proof steel boxes. Neither assembly
was small or light and concealment of
the equipment would not have been.
easy. The suitcase version, for example, measured 47 x 34 x 15cm and
weighed around 15kg. The waterproof
steel-box version measured 33 x 25 x
15cm and 34 x 29 x 15cm and had a
combined weight of over 25kg — ideal
for someone doing weightlifting!
Although packed into a case larger
than those used for some other sets of
the era, this was made up for by the
amount of equipment that was included. That said, the space efficiency
didn't compare with the later Type A
MkIII.
Physically, the Type 3 consisted of
three separate assemblies, the power
supply being the heaviest. This comprised an AC power supply suitable
for 110V or 230V mains plus a 6V
vibrator supply — all using the same
transformer. In standard form it produced 500V and 230V DC for the transmitter and receiver, as well as 6V for
the heaters (not a power supply to be
treated carelessly when switched on).
Although the supply used a completely isolated primary winding (so
it isn't a "hot chassis" set), a nasty bite
could be experienced when the mains
socket was attached to the set one
way. There was no 3-core mains lead
on this set. The bite was due to capacitor C28 (in the power supply) being wired from one side of the mains
to chassis. This capacitor was part of
the vibrator "hash" filtering network.
A common technique was to mark the
socket and plug so that it was only
plugged in one way, so that the chassis remained cold. Even so, an unearthed chassis like this must still be
regarded as potentially dangerous.
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Our circuit for the Paraset on
page 77 in last month's issue
omitted the keying circuit for the
transmitter. The corrected circuit
section is shown above.

The Type 3 Mk.II's transmitter covered from 3-16 MHz, using two valves to give
an output of 20 watts CW.

Another little nasty with the transmitter involved the Morse key. Due to
the fact that the key plug could be
inserted either way around in the
socket, the frame of the key could be
live at 200V (depending on the polarity of the plug). As with the AC power
lead, the key plug and the socket were
sometimes marked with matching
dobs of paint to indicate the polarity.
This made it much easier to ensure

that the key frame was at earth potential.
The receiver consisted of two subassemblies, with the RF/converter in
one and the IF and audio stages in the
other. It had three wavebands from
3.1-15.5MHz, two IF stages and one
audio stage. The transmitter covered
from 3-16MHz, using two valves to
give an output of 20 watts CW.
The design of the Type 3 MkII com-

Specifications For Type 3 Mk!! Spy Radio
Transmitter
Frequency Coverage: 3-16MHz in eight bands
Power Supply: 500V @ 60mA, 230V @ 18rnA & 6.3V @ 1.1A
Circuit: crystal oscillator working on fundamentals or harmonics (EL32), feeding
a class C power output stage (6L6).
Power Output: 15-20W, depending on whether mains or battery supply was
used and whether operating on a harmonic of the crystal frequency.
Receiver
Frequency Coverage: 3.1-15.5MHz in three bands.
Power Supply: 230V @ 28mA, 6.3V @ 1.2A & -12.5V to -14V bias
Circuit: 4-valve superheterodyne, essentially designed for CW reception.
Intermediate Frequency: 470kHz, BFO 470kHz ±3kHz
Sensitivity: 1-31.1V for 10mW output at 1 kHz (CW input and BFO on)
Selectivity: 1 kHz bandwidth for 3dB down from peak; 9kHz bandwidth for 20dB
down from peak
Maximum Output: 50mW into 120C2 headphones
Power Supply
Mains Supply: 97-140V AC and 190-250V AC, 40-60 Hz, using a combined AC/
vibrator multiple wound transformer.
Power Consumption: 57W transmit; 25W receive
Battery Supply: large 6V automotive battery. A single vibrator was used, with a
spare carried in the power supply case.
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menced in 1942 but from the information I have it would appear that the
design was not finalised until 1943.
How many of these sets were produced is unknown, although it must
have been several thousand. As well
as being used in Europe, a tropicalised
version was also used in South-East
Asia during the latter part of the war.
They were particularly valuable in
Asia because of their good performance over long distances of the order
of 2600km.
A comprehensive list of transmitter, receiver and power supply specifications were given with the set, plus
the circuit, some servicing and installation information. Whilst the circuit
and servicing information was probably good to have, one wonders where
friendly servicing facilities existed in
occupied countries. Certainly wandering down to the local Gestapo radio
man for parts and facilities to service
the set was not an option.
The accompanying panel lists the
abbreviated specifications of the unit.
In view of its intended role, it was
quite a good performer for that era.
A explained last month, the Gestapo
would remove power from a block of
buildings when close to a clandestine
radio station and observe whether the
agent's radio transmissions ceased
immediately. If they did, they had
him or her bottled up in a small area
and would soon find whoever it was.
For this reason, the ability to change
over from mains to battery operation
within a second or two whilst operat-

ing was important if the operator
wasn't going to be caught. The Type 3
could be changed over quite quickly,
by switching the power off, extracting
a plug from a socket on the power
supply front panel, turning it through
180 degrees and re-inserting it into
the socket and turning the power on.
In all, that took around 2-3 seconds
and was supposedly fast enough to
prevent a Gestapo radio detection
group from detecting the momentary
gap in transmission. Personally, I believe that the time to make the changeover was too great and the detection
group would have been suspicious.
In fact, an automatic change-over
when mains power was lost could
have been achieved with only a
slightly more complicated power supply. In fact, changeover was effected
much more quickly in the Type A
MkIII which became available the following year. So let's now take a look
at the Type A MkIII.

The Type A MkIII
I first came to know the Type A
MkIII as a young lad involved with
communications for the Emergency
Fire Services of South Australia. This
particular set had been considerably
modified, in that the power supply
had been removed and a plate and
screen modulator had been installed
in its place, converting the transmitter from continuous wave (Morse
code) transmission to voice (AM)
transmission. It worked quite satisfactorily putting out a magnificent 3
watts into a 2.4-metre loaded whip
antenna on a frequency of 5790kHz.
It was great fun being able to talk
"over the air" and it started me on my
way to obtaining an amateur radio
licence.
The Type A MkIII is an interesting
little transceiver and I do mean little.
If you take a look at the average domestic receiver of the early 1940s you
will appreciate the compactness of
the Type A MkIII.
The unit consisted a 2-band 4-valve
superheterodyne receiver capable of
CW and AM reception, a 2-valve CW
transmitter capable of 5W output, and
a power supply that could operate on
either 110V or 240V AC power. This
was all packed into a case that measured just 21.6 x 19 x 8.3cm and
weighed 3.75kg (or 7.7kg in its suitcase packaging). A separate adaptor
box containing a vibrator supply al-

Type A MkIII transceiver used a 2-band 4-valve superheterodyne receiver
capable of CW and AM reception, plus a 2-valve CW transmitter capable of 5W
output. It is shown here without its power supply.

lowed the set to operate off 6V DC.
It was quite a remarkable achievement considering that there were few
miniature parts in those days and the
valves are full size loctals. Being so
compact, the set generated a lot of
heat and so there were lots of perforations in the case to provide ventilation and aid cooling.
The set had a normal range of
around 800km. If greater ranges were
required, the Type 3 MkII was used.
As with the Type 3, the Type A

WARNING!
The two transceivers featured
in this article do not meet modern electrical mains safety standards and could be quite dangerous to operate.
If you come across these
transceivers or any similar equipment (eg, any of the equipment
mentioned last month in Pt.1),
we recommend that you leave
them strictly alone. Do not be
tempted to restore, modify or
operate them in any way unless
you are a qualified person who
has the necessary expertise to
ensure safe operation (and you
have an amateur radio operator's licence).

transceivers were supplied in suitcase packaging or in two fully waterproof steel boxes. Just how many of
these units were actually made is difficult to say. The set in the photograph carries a serial number of
"32441" which is just visible at the
top right. Only a few hundred agents
were equipped with radios, so these
high serial numbers appear to be a
ploy to make the enemy think that
there were many more agents in the
field than was actually the case.
A comprehensive list of transmitter, receiver and power supply specifications were given with the set, plus
the circuit and information on how to
set the equipment up and use it. An
extract of these specifications is shown
in the accompanying panel.

Performance comparisons
So how does this set compare with
the 4/5 valve domestic radios of the
same era?
Actually, the receiver compares very
favourably. A typical domestic set had
a sensitivity of 5µV on the broadcast
band and 15µV on shortwave. The
selectivity was about the same but the
image rejection of the Type A would
have been quite a bit better because it
used a 1215kHz IF compared to the
455kHz IF used in most domestic sets.
On the other hand, the audio output is well down, the Type A MkIII
being designed to work into headOCTOBER 1998
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This view inside the Type A Mk.III transceiver shows just how tightly the parts
were packed together.
phones only. After all, they didn't want
to entertain the local Gestapo officers!
There was also one very nasty design inadequacy in the receiver. It
wasn't nice to be listening on the headphones if a burst of static occurred.
The intensity of the noise was so high
that it nearly lifted the operator's head
off.
This problem could have been easily solved by wiring back-to-back

diode strings across the headphone
socket. With this scheme, the audio
quality is unaffected but when a static
crash (or some other form of electrical
interference occurs), the diodes conduct and quench the interference
spikes. In fact, some military sets from
World War II did include "crash limiters" and these used copper oxide diodes.
One clever aspect of the design was

Specifications For Type A Mk HI Spy Radio
Transmitter
Frequency Coverage: 3.2-9MHz in two bands.
Power Supply: Built in supply or 6V battery pack. 270V @ 50mA and 6.3V @
0.75A (1.65A with receiver heaters).
Transmitting Circuit: Pierce oscillator (7H7) impedance coupled to class-C
beam tetrode (7C5).
Power Output: 5W on fundamental; 4W on second harmonic.
Receiver
Frequency Coverage: 3.2-8.55MHz in two bands.
Power Supply: Built in supply or 6V battery pack. 250V @ 35mA and 6.3V @
0.9A (1.65A with transmitter heaters).
Receiver Circuit: 3-valve superheterodyne with 1215kHz IF (the 7H7 audio
output stage also served as the oscillator valve for the transmitter).
Sensitivity: 2-4µV CW for 1MW output into 800Q.
Selectivity: 10kHz bandwidth for 20dB down at critical reaction and 30%
modulation.
Maximum Output: 100mW.
AC Power Supply
Mains Supply: 100-130V AC and 200-250V AC 40-60Hz
Power Consumption: Transmit - 30W key down and 20W key up; Receive - 25W
Battery Supply: 6V accumulator (large capacity)
Current Consumption: Transmit - 5.5A key down, 3.8A key up; Receive - 4.3A
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that the audio output valve for the
receiver was switched to become the
crystal oscillator for the transmitter.
This saved a valve and required just
one switch section to effect the
changeover.
In operation, the Type A was mostly
used on the mains but with the DC
vibrator power supply all connected
up and ready to use in case of a mains
interruption. If the AC power was cut
off, the agent immediately pulled a
ring (shown on the centre left of the
photograph) which changed the set
over to DC operation.
In all, this took no more than about
1-2 seconds. This meant that the
Gestapo couldn't be sure if the radio
transmitter was actually in that block
of buildings, as the transmissions continued on. At least that was the theory.
In practice, it was probably only effective until the Gestapo captured one
of the sets and discovered that they
had dual power supplies.

Warnings
Electrically, the Type A MkIII (and
many of the other spy radios of the
World War 2 era) could be quite dangerous. This is best summarised by a
warning in the handbook: "WARNING - The HT, -ye line & parts of the
chassis & metal components are connected directly to the AC mains and if
touched, may give a dangerous
shock". And that really was quite an
understatement.
The Morse key could also be at
mains potential. For this reason, the
key supplied with the set was fully
insulated to prevent the operator from
coming into contact with any live
parts.
In fact, the only way to safely service such sets was to use an isolation
transformer and even then, you had to
be careful.
Finally, if anyone would like to find
out more about the activities of the
Resistance and the radios they used, I
recommend that you try to obtain a
copy of "Secret Warfare" by Pierre
Lorain, translated/adapted by David
Kahn and published by Orbis Publishing Limited, London. Another
book well worth reading is "S.O.E. The Special Operations Executive" by
M.R.D. Foot, published by Mandarin.
I'm not sure whether or not these books
are still in print and I understand that
very few copies of "Secret Warfare"
came into Australia.
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